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 Recently, cardiovascular diseases (CVDs) have become a rapidly 

growing problem in the world, especially in developing countries. The 

latter are facing a lifestyle change that introduces new risk factors for 

heart disease, that requires a particular and urgent interest. Besides, 

cardiomegaly is a sign of cardiovascular diseases that refers to various 

conditions; it is associated with the heart enlargement that can be 

either transient or permanent depending on certain conditions. 

Furthermore, cardiomegaly is visible on any imaging test including 

Chest X-Radiation (X-Ray) images; which are one of the most 

common tools used by Cardiologists to detect and diagnose many 

diseases. In this paper, we propose an innovative deep learning (DL) 

model based on an attention module and MobileNet architecture to 

recognize Cardiomegaly patients using the popular Chest X-Ray8 

dataset. Actually, the attention module captures the spatial 

relationship between the relevant regions in Chest X-Ray images. The 

experimental results show that the proposed model achieved 

interesting results with an accuracy rate of 81% which makes it 

suitable for detecting cardiomegaly disease. 
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1. INTRODUCTION 

Cardiovascular diseases (CVDs) harm more than 23 million people around the world, which makes 

heart diseases a principal health problem [1]. In the United Kingdom, CVDs are among the primary causes of 

sudden deaths and disability. CVDs refer to a variety of conditions that affect the heart system and blood 

arteries [1], [2]. In fact, there are no particular reasons behind CVDs, but there are many factors that can 

augment their risk of development. The following are some factors of CVDs: high blood pressure is the most 

critical factor, as it can cause damage to the blood vessel, cigarettes, cholesterol, diabetes, alcohol, unhealthy 

food, physical inactivity, obesity, and family medical history [3]. However, people may prevent CVDs by 

adopting a healthy lifestyle and making adjustments that reduce the risk of heart diseases. Besides, 

cardiomegaly is a type of CVDs that can be described as a medical condition where the heart becomes larger 

and often goes unnoticed until signs occur or the doctor orders imaging tests. Furthermore, the symptoms of 

cardiomegaly do not appear until it has reached a critical stage that is characterized by abnormal heartbeats, 

breathing problems, sensation of instability, fatigue, and swelling of certain parts of the body [4]. In addition, 
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these symptoms are caused by ventricular hypertrophy or dilatation; ventricular hypertrophy corresponds to a 

thickening of the ventricular wall, and ventricular dilatation to a thinning of the ventricular wall [5]. Doctors 

use various techniques to diagnose Cardiomegaly including Echocardiogram, Chest X-Ray, computerized 

tomography (CT) scan, and electrocardiogram [4]. The clinical diagnosis of chest radio-graphs can be difficult 

and challenging; actually, reading and interpreting a Chest X-Ray image and extracting key information is a 

difficult and time consuming task that requires an interesting doctors’ experience and can sometimes lead to 

wrong results. 

However, the existing approaches [6], [7] that have used Chest X-Ray images to detect Cardiomegaly 

have various limitations such as ignoring the spatial relationship between regions of interest (ROI) in an image. 

Actually, the analysis of ROI could improve the model performance. Hence, to overcome this restriction, we 

design an innovative attention-based deep learning (DL) model that uses an attention module with MobileNet 

to effectively capture critical regions, both at local and global levels, in Chest X-Ray images. Our proposed 

DL model presents a novel approach that seamlessly integrates the attention mechanism into the MobileNet 

framework, enabling more accurate identification of significant features and enhancing the model's 

performance for Chest X-Ray image analysis. In particular, the attention module plays a crucial role in 

capturing the most relevant and crucial regions within the Chest X-Ray images. Simultaneously, the MobileNet 

convolution module focuses on detecting the activated regions through the rectified linear unit (ReLU) 

function, employing a fixed kernel size. Moreover, the proposed model benefits from a reduced number of 

trainable parameters as it utilizes pre-trained weights from the MobileNet architecture. Additionally, its 

streamlined design eliminates the need for separate feature extraction and classification steps, commonly seen 

in traditional machine learning approaches. As a result, the model becomes more efficient and readily 

deployable for training and real-world applications. 

The subsequent sections of the paper are structured as follows; the second section consists of related 

work. Then, the third section presents the methodology details, in particular data preprocessing and the 

convolutional neural network (CNN) architecture. Subsequently, the fourth section provides the results 

obtained from the implemented CNN architecture in addition to the results discussion. Finally, the fifth section 

encompasses the conclusion and outlines potential areas for future work. 

 

 

2. RELATED WORK 

Recently, machine and DL studies are widely investigated, as they have shown sophisticated results 

in many problems such as CVDs. For example, El Omary et al. [8] employed serveral CNNs for the purpose 

of detecting cardiac arrhythmia based on electrocardiogram (ECG) two-dimensional (2D) images; in addition, 

they [9] utilized a variety of pre-trained CNN models to diagnose heart failure in Radiograph images. Next, 

Yang et al. [10] introduced a model aiming at early heart failure diagnosis using a combination of Bayesian 

principal component analysis (BPCA) and support vector machine (SVM) resulting in an accuracy rate of 

74.4%. Afterwards, Miao et al. [11] employed DL to devise a system that enhances he dependability and 

efficiency of CVDs diagnosis. Their approach involved a multi-layer model, leading to a recall rate of 72.86% 

and a sensitivity rate of 93.51%. Furthermore, Son et al. [12] presented a model specifically designed for early-

stage diagnosis of heart failure in emergency rooms. They harnessed the potential of rough sets (RS) and 

decision trees (DT) techniques, and attained an accuracy value of 97.5%. Further, Bar et al. [13] utilized an 

image Net-based CNN architecture to identify various pathologies in Chest X-Ray images and obtained an 

accuracy rate of 89%. Then, Acharya et al. [14] suggested a CNN model using electrocardiogram (ECG) 

signals, and this model acquired an accuracy rate of 98.97%. Finally, Rubin et al. [15] proposed a new network 

called DualNet that analyzes frontal and lateral Chest X-Ray images from the MIMIC Chest X-Ray (MIMIC-

CXR) dataset, and they procured an accuracy rate of 91%. 

Actually, a single DL model may not be able to provide enough discriminative information for Chest 

X-Ray images classification [16]. Due to this major issue, many researchers utilized ensemble learning 

methods to train a set of algorithms to form robust models. Ensemble methods can be defined as a technique 

that uses a collection of models rather than a single model to significantly improve experimental results [17]. 

There are three primary types of ensemble methods including bagging, boosting, and stacking [17]. Besides, 

several studies have used ensemble methods, for example, Zhou et al. [18] employed a combination of various 

artificial neural networks (ANNs) to recognize lung cancer cells. Next, Sasaki et al. [19] utilized an ensemble 

model that can detect abnormalities in Chest X-Ray images. Meanwhile, Li et al. [20] used a variety of CNNs 

with Chest X-Ray images of lung nodules to reduce the rate of false positive. Additionally, Islam et al. [21] 

presented an ensemble model created by combining several different pre-trained DL models to detect lung 

nodules as well. Finally, Chouhan et al. [22] suggested a model that combines ResNet-18, DenseNet-121, 

AlexNet, GoogleNet, and Inception-V3 to diagnose pneumonia. However, ensemble learning methods still 

have some weaknesses such as overfitting due to the small amount of medical data. Moreover, ensemble 
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methods can be time and memory consuming, as they use a large number of parameters to extract key patterns 

from input images. 

 

 

3. METHODOLOGY 

3.1.  Data description 

Actually, Chest X-Ray images are among the most common and economical medical imaging 

procedures. National Institutes of Health (NIH) ChestX-ray8 is a public dataset containing various Chest X-

Ray images [23]. The NIH Chest X-Ray8 includes various images of 14 diseases, in particular 112,120 Chest 

X-Ray images, including Atelectasis, Consolidation, Infiltration, Pneumothorax, Edema, Emphysema, 

Fibrosis, Effusion, Pneumonia, Pleural-thickening, Cardiomegaly, Chouhan at al. [22]. These diseases are 

labeled from 30,805 patients, and the authors utilized natural language processing (NLP) tools to extract and 

classify diseases using the associated radiology reports [24]. To classify patients with Cardiomegaly, we create 

two classes, the first one represents Cardiomegaly, and the second one groups the other diseases under the 

healthy class. Figure 1 exposes Chest X-Ray images of two distinct cases: one displaying a healthy patient and 

the other showing a patient diagnosed with Cardiomegaly.  

 

 

 
 

Figure 1. Healthy and Cardiomegaly patients' Chest X-Ray images [23] 

 

 

3.2.  Proposed architecture 

We have proposed a model that combines the MobileNet and attention modules. MobileNet can be 

defined as a simplified DL architecture that creates lightweight deep CNN using depthwise separable 

convolutions and offers efficient models suitable for mobile and embedded vision applications [25]. MobileNet 

has many advantages, including reduced network size, fewer parameters, speed, and applicability to real-time 

applications [25]. In fact, the MobileNet model was chosen because it is among the five most accurate models 

and has a small kernel size that allows extraction of low-level features, which is suitable for Chest X-Ray 

images with fewer layers [26]. Moreover, the MobileNet provides an excellent feature extraction capability of 

Chest X-Ray image classification. Figure 2 shows the construction of MobileNet using depthwise separable 

filters [27]. 

 

 

 
 

Figure 2. The MobileNet architecture [27] 
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Actually, depthwise separable convolution filters combine depthwise and pointwise convolution 

filters [27], [28]. There are two primary types of separable convolutions exist: spatial separable convolutions 

and depthwise separable convolutions [27]. First, the spatial separable convolution works mainly on the height 

and width of the images and the kernel is divided into smaller elements [27]. For example, a kernel of 3×3 

might be divided into 3×1 and 1×3 [27]. Then, the depth separable convolution name is derived from its 

consideration of both the depth dimension (the number of channels) and the spatial dimensions [27]. An RGB 

image has 3 channels which are red, blue, and green [27]. Moreover, a depth-separable convolution divides a 

kernel into two distinct kernels that perform two convolutions which are the depth convolution and the 

pointwise convolution, as for the spatial separable convolution [27]. The pointwise convolution is a 

convolutional operation that utilizes a 1×1 kernel: a kernel that involves iterating through each point, and its 

depth is equivalent to the number of channels in the input image [27]. As illustrated in Figure 3, that contains 

subfigures 3(a) Standard convolutional filters, Figure 3(b) depthwise filters, and Figure 3(c) point filters. First, 

standard convolutional filters, which can be defined as small matrices of numerical values, that slide over an 

input image, performing a convolution operation at each location, to extract specific features from the image 

such. Second, depthwise filters refer to a type of filter that performs convolution independently on each channel 

of the input image, that can be defined as the depthwise convolution filter applies one convolution per input 

channel, while the point convolution filter linearly mixes the depthwise convolution result with 1×1 

convolutions.  

In the following, we will highlight the modules that mainly compose the proposed architecture. The 

architecture is composed of four building blocks which are the convolutional module, the attention module, 

the fully connected (FC), and classification layers. First, the attention module is employed to retain the spatial 

relationship of the visual information contained in the Chest X-Ray images. Next, the convolutional module is 

used to extract the main features figured in our input data using the convolutional layers of the MobileNet 

model, and then its output is given to the attention module. Further, we have the FC layers to concatenate the 

features produced by the convolutional and attention blocks into a 1D representation. Finally, the last dense 

layer is used to classify the input image as healthy or patient with Cardiomegaly disease using the sigmoid 

function. However, in Figure 2, the global average pooling layer is oversimplified and the input images have 

some regions that are more important than the others. Thus, we designed an attention mechanism to turn pixels 

on and off, and then rescale the results using the Lambda layer based on the pixels' amount. Furthermore, the 

attention layer is used to weight the processing of specific regions in the average pooling layer. Figure 4 and 

Figure 5 expose more details about the proposed architecture. Then, Figure 6 illustrates the layers of the entire 

model and each layer with its name, input vector, output vector, and how the components of the proposed 

architecture are related to each other.  
 

 

 

 

(a) 

 
(b) 

 
(c) 

 

Figure 3. Illustration of 

different types of convolutional 

filters including: (a) standard 

convolutional filters, (b) 

depthwise filters, and (c) point 

filters [27] 

 

Figure 4. Number of parameters in the proposed architecture 
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Figure 5. Summary of the proposed architecture 

 

 

 
 

Figure 6. The detailed architecture of the proposed CNN 
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4. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION  

In this section, we will explore the results achieved by our proposed architecture, along with a 

discussion of these results. Actually, the proposed CNN model and all experiments were implemented in 

Python language using the Tensorflow and Keras libraries, which are open-source machine learning libraries 

developed by Google for DL. In addition, due to resource limitations, we trained our model on the Kaggle 

graphics processing unit (GPU) simulator. Furthermore, to evaluate the performance of classification models, 

different metrics are required to differentiate between well-performing and non-performing models. Thus, we 

utilize accuracy, precision, recall, F1-score, and ROC curve metrics as performance metrics. In the following, 

we present the equations to calculate these metrics. We assume that TP are true positives, FP are false positives, 

TN are true negatives, FN are false negatives, i is the class index, and S is the total number of classes. 

The accuracy, the precision, and the recall can be calculated as (1)-(3) [8]: 

 

𝐴𝑐𝑐𝑢𝑟𝑎𝑐𝑦 =  
1

𝑆
 ∑  𝑆

𝑖=1 (
𝑇𝑃𝑖+𝑇𝑁𝑖

𝑇𝑃𝑖+𝑇𝑁𝑖+𝐹𝑁𝑖+ 𝐹𝑁𝑖) (1) 

 

𝑃𝑟𝑒𝑐𝑖𝑠𝑖𝑜𝑛 =
1

𝑆
  ∑  𝑆

𝑖=1 (
TPi

TP  i + FPi) (2) 

 

𝑅𝑒𝑐𝑎𝑙𝑙 =
1

𝑆
 ∑  𝑆

𝑖=1 (
𝑇𝑃𝑖

𝑇𝑃𝑖+  𝐹𝑁𝑖) (3) 

 

The F1-score can be calculated by considering both recall and precision [8]: 

 

𝐹1 − 𝑆𝑐𝑜𝑟𝑒 = 2 ∗ 
𝑃𝑟𝑒𝑐𝑖𝑠𝑖𝑜𝑛 ∗ 𝑅𝑒𝑐𝑎𝑙𝑙

𝑃𝑟𝑒𝑐𝑖𝑠𝑜𝑛 + 𝑅𝑒𝑐𝑎𝑙𝑙
 (4) 

 

The proposed model obtained an accuracy rate of 80%, a precision value of 66%, a recall rate of 

62.5%, and an F1-score value of 64%. The achieved precision value indicates that the model correctly predicted 

66% of the data, and the recall value acquired refers to 62.5% of the given results that are basically false and 

classified well. Besides, the receiver operating characteristic (ROC) curve illustrates the trade-off between 

specificity and sensitivity; where the specificity is the false positive rate (FPR), which corresponds to correctly 

classified data, while the sensitivity is the true positive rate (TPR). The ROC curve is constructed by plotting 

the TPR against the FPR. A classifier is considered effective when the curve approaches the upper left corner, 

and the area under the ROC curve (AUC) value is close to one (0.74), indicating a strong classifier. Figure 7 

exposes the ROC curve of the proposed model. 

 

 

 
 

Figure 7. ROC curve of the proposed model 
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In fact, comparing the proposed CNN model with other available algorithms and methods may be 

inadequate due to various conditions including variations in the size of the used X-Ray images, the number of 

classes employed for classification, and the used dataset. Additionally, the models may handle different data 

characteristics that make the comparison unfair. However, the proposed model reached an accuracy rate of 

81%, which outperformed the published results obtained by Bougias et al. [29], which are 71% and 81% 

achieved by the Inception V3 and SqueezeNet models respectively. In addition, in terms of AUC value, our 

proposed model achieved a value of 0.75 and surpassed the results obtained by Candemir et al. [30] that 

achieved 0.61 using Inception V3. Additionally, Son et al. [12] used a large dataset named MIMIC-CXR and 

achieved an accuracy of 89%, while it should be higher since the used dataset is huge. 

Finally, the last part consists of presenting the predicted results using the unseen data of the test set. 

After training and evaluating the proposed model, we have generated the performance scores to assess its 

effectiveness. Then, we have used matplotlib functions to visualize the produced model’s predictions. Figure 

8 shows some examples of Cardiomegaly (True) or healthy (False), and the attention map that provides the 

prediction. These visualizations demonstrate the model's capability and ability to discern between 

Cardiomegaly and healthy cases and contribute to gaining better understanding and deeper insights into its 

performance and interpretability. 

 

 

  

  
 

Figure 8. Examples of Cardiomegaly detection predicted using the proposed CNN model 

 

 

5. CONCLUSION 

Deep learning is a branch of artificial intelligence that empowers machines to acquire the ability to 

learn on their own. Deep learning models imitate the learning process of the human brain, and have many 

applications in the medical domain. In this paper, we introduced an innovative Deep Learning model that can 

classify Chest X-Ray images of Cardiomegaly patients using the attention module with MobileNet. In addition, 

the proposed model is composed of four main blocks, an attention module, a convolutional module, a fully 

connected, and classifier layers. According to the results, we reached a classification accuracy rate of 81%, a 

precision rate of 66%, a recall rate of 62.5%, and an F1-score value of 64%. In the future, we plan to use the 

existing techniques of data augmentation including generative adversarial networks (GANs) and convolutional 

autoencoder to enhance the efficiency of the classification model. In fact, data augmentation techniques are 

applied to increase the number of images used in the model learning phase and reduce the overfitting risk. 

Subsequently, we can use models that have a small filter size to extract the relevant part of the Chest X-Ray 

images. Furthermore, this approach has been tested on Cardiomegaly disease, but it can also be applied to 

detect the other diseases in the Chest X-Ray8 dataset. 
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